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A Tale of Two Titties

Logline: A mature woman, abandoned and betrayed, rediscovers her humanity and passion when faced with
adversity and callous indifference on a raucous pub crawl in contemporary Liverpool.

Bill and slim, attractive, wife Gwen, wealthy heavy drinkers are first in the pub. Gwen lives a fantasy life.
Bill hides his heart and gambling problems.
Charlie, an itinerant southern salesman and wife Juliet join them. Juliet sacrificed her career to have kids,
remains loyal in their unhappy marriage. Charlie has philandered the family money away.
Andy arrives. They have a few drinks, eat in an up-market Italian restaurant, agree to make a night of it.
On the other side of town, and the tracks, Adam & Carmel hit the pub. Carmel, gave up nursing when
pregnant. Adam, a plumber, philanderer and dreamer only married Carmel thru duty.
Jack and Carole, happily married with young kids, join on a rare night out. Jack, a builder, met Carole in a
library, on the rebound. Unknown to all, Carole was a Policewoman. Pandora, a needy recent divorcee
career woman out for a man, joins the foursome. They drink, eat a cheap Sunday lunch.
The two groups meet, greet each other with pleasure.
Juliet & Adam, ex-school sweethearts, get on famously. They disappear, found by Charlie who takes a
compromising picture.
Pandora chases Andy, she lost her virginity to him in farcical circumstances, which they recount. A school
friend of Carole she reveals Carole’s secret. Jack & Carole fall out.
Adam tries to charm Juliet, she becomes exasperated.
They crash a private party. Andy divorced with kids, semi-retired now discretely gay, comes out.
Pandora’s gay ex-husband is there, she abandons Andy, disappears with Charlie.
Another pub, Carole is recognised, they leave just before any trouble.
Gwen, drunk first, flirts with Andy, forgets he's gay, gets nowhere, becomes upset, and flirts outrageously.
Juliet is wooed by Adam, he attempts back street sex with Juliet but it’s no love match.
Charlie defends Pandora in the street, is abused, assaulted and rescued by the boys. Carmel comforts him
but no more. Charlie wants Carmel, but she pushes back. Resentful he turns to a willing Pandora.
Charlie dumps Pandora after back alley sex, she runs to an unsympathetic Jack & Carole. Angry she exposes
Carole. Adam thumps Charlie as Pandora upset. Bill gets uptight, Charlie calls police, a farce results as
Carole is recognised. Charlie tries it on again with Carmel, drunk, angry with Adam, she succumbs.
************************************** Oops ! It seems we want to keep the ending under wraps for

this feature. To obtain the full synopsis or the complete script, just email info@pomdpom.com with
your commercial credentials and the nature of your interest, who knows where this will lead.
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